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Higher working speeds of mobile o!-road vehicles arouse dynamical problems
like excessive vibrations, which decrease the vehicle lifetime, the driver's comfort,
and the working precision. Testing the vibration behaviour of present vehicles is an
indispensable source of knowledge for further improvement of vehicle dynamics.
More restrictive legislation concerning allowable exposure of drivers to vibrations
raises the need for these tests. For small- and medium-sized companies the required
know-how and equipment is too expensive and vibration analysis of their products
has to be farmed out. Since tests in situ have many advantages, a prototype of
a mobile low power test rig for experimental modal analysis on vehicles is described
in this paper. The vehicle under test is excited vertically under one of its wheels
while the other wheels rest on stationary platforms. The power saving by using an
airspring parallel to the actuator is investigated by including a model of the
airspring in the equations of motion of the test rig. It turned out that the power
saving due to the airspring is proportional to the relation of the acceleration due to
gravity to the maximum acceleration of the excitation signal. For small band
excitation signals extra power savings can be achieved by connection of the
airspring with a pressure vessel which optimal size depends on the frequency
content of the excitation signal. Experiments with a prototype of the vertical shaker
demonstrate that the di!erent modeshapes of a tractor}sprayer combination can
be su$ciently excited and modal analysis was performed successfully.
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1. INTRODUCTION

All on-road and o!-road vehicles are exposed to vibrations caused by unevenness
of the road or soil pro"le, moving elements within the machine or implements.
Increased vehicle speed and capacity, induced by higher labour costs, create a lot of
vibration problems, reducing the vehicle lifetime, working precision and driver's
comfort [1]. This trend is also noticeable for mobile agricultural machinery.
Field sprayers are an expressive example of decreasing working e$ciency of the
equipment due to increasing structural vibrations. Modern self-propelled sprayers
have a working width of even more than 40 m, while working speeds in the "eld up
to 4 m/s are no exception. Light sprayer booms with nozzles are used to divide the
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agro-chemicals on the "eld at a certain dose. Correct application requires a
constant height and speed of these nozzles with respect to the ground. Boom
oscillations and vibrations are thus disastrous for the homogeneity of the spray
liquid distribution on the crop, resulting in under- and over-doses of chemical with
a missed treatment e!ect and remaining residues respectively [2}10]. Driving speed
of these spraying machines on the road can reach 40 km/h, which is very high for
a vehicle without or with a poor suspension.

High vibration levels between 0)5 and 20 Hz a!ect also the health of the
conductor, especially the backbone is sensitive for severe physical damage in the
long term [11}15]. As a consequence several national, European and international
standards were established in order to evaluate and restrict the exposition of
individuals to vibrations [16}21]. The growing importance of detrimental
vibrations on faster machinery arouses the need to evolve from a static design to
a dynamic design. To study vehicle dynamics, many analytical methods can be
found to build non-linear equations of motion of the system (d'Alembert's principle,
method of Newton}Euler, method of Lagrange, Kane's method). They are,
however, di$cult to solve and require complex vehicle}soil models [22].
Experimental measurement techniques are thus a valuable alternative to study the
dynamics of the present-day machinery as a source of knowledge for the state of the
art in vehicle dynamics and for the improvement of future machines. Experimental
modal analysis originated in o!shore-platforms, shipbuilding and aerospace, but
penetrated in recent years into agriculture as a means to test tractor and sprayer
dynamics [23, 24].

In contrast to the automobile industry most of the agricultural machinery
manufacturers are small} or medium}sized enterprises and do not have the
know-how and equipment to evaluate the dynamic performance of their machines.
Under constraint of more restrictive legislation and higher comfort demands of the
clients it is, however, inevitable to measure and reduce the vibration level of their
machines. As mentioned, this task will be farmed out to external specialized
companies or institutes. Vibration test should be carried out at the commissioning
company because of the low mobility of agricultural machinery. Test in situ enable
furthermore quick adaptations to the tested structure by the manufacturer. This
paper deals with the design and prototyping of a new concept for a small mobile
shaker to perform experimental modal analysis on mobile agricultural and o!-road
machinery.

2. PROBLEM: THE EXCITATION DEVICE

Performing an experimental modal analysis on a test structure requires an
excitation device providing the input energy to vibrate the test object. The input
force is measured by force transducers while accelerometers record the response
motions of the structure under test. To study the driving vibrations of vehicles, the
input excitation, i.e., soil unevenness, is applied under the wheels. The applied forces
can be measured by placing force transducers between the excitator and the wheel.

Within the framework of the European SPECS-project [25] joint measurements
were performed on a track simulator at CEMAGREF Montpellier [26, 27] to
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build a modal model of a tractor}sprayer combination. The system can reproduce
"eld unevenness under the wheels of a test vehicle by means of seven hydraulic
servo-jacks (four vertical servo-jacks to carry the weight of the vehicle and three
horizontal ones) driven by a hydraulic power supply of 300 kW. The disadvantage
is that the system must be permanently set-up in a warehouse due to its weight and
dimensions. Since modal analysis only needs small input displacements to build
a modal model, possibilities of a mobile excitation device are examined below.

2.1. CRITERIA FOR THE EXCITATION DEVICE

During the SPECS-project it was proven that an agricultural tractor can be
considered as a linear system. The superposition principle allows one to simulate
the response of the system for simultaneous inputs under all its wheels by
combining modal models built with input excitations alternately under one of the
wheels [28]. This permits the use of an excitation device under only one wheel at
a time. Linearity of the system allows the use of an excitation device with small
amplitudes to build the modal model and to simulate afterwards the responses of
the structure for larger input signals. Experiments on the formerly described test rig
at CEMAGREF show that 5 cm amplitude is su$cient to excite even the rigid body
mode shapes. Since tractor tires act as a low-pass "lter, excitation can be limited to
the frequency band 0}10 Hz to show all interesting mode shapes [28].

In addition, all important modes of the tractor are controllable from the contact
area of any tyre with the soil. This indicates that a simple vertical movement under
one wheel can excite all interesting tractor mode shapes. On the other hand,
controllability was less for a pure horizontal excitation in lateral or driving
direction because of the impossibility to block the wheels perfectly. Moreover,
a vertical excitation has the advantage that it can be related to measured or
prescribed soil pro"les, e.g., ISO 5008 [16].

Based on these "ndings a prototype mobile shaker is developed to excite a
vehicle vertically under one of its wheels with a maximum amplitude of the
excitation signal limited to 0)05 m. The main problem for a portable low-power
shaker concerns the needed force to lift the tested vehicle, the mass of which can
increase up to 40 t for loaded agricultural harvesting machinery. Using a spring
parallel to the actuator can compensate gravity and so the needed power can be
reduced considerably as shown further on.

2.2. BASIC CONCEPT FOR A PORTABLE SHAKER

As mentioned in the previous section, for experimental modal analysis on
a tractor}sprayer combination it is su$cient to excite vertically under one wheel. If
the test object is considered as a simple mass (m) on the shaker, the one-degree-of-
freedom system can be represented as shown in Figure 1. When the mass is
supported by the actuator, the equation of motion is simply:

F
act
"m (xK#g), (1)
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where F
act

represents the actuator force (N), xK is the acceleration of the test object
(m/s2) and g is the acceleration of gravity (m/s2). Even in static equilibrium the
actuator must deliver a force F

act
"mg to support the test object. In case, the

actuator is a hydraulic cylinder supplied by a hydraulic unit, the needed hydraulic
power P

hydr
(W) is

P
hydr

"p
pump

Q (2)

with p
pump

the pump pressure (N/m2) and Q the oil #ow rate (m3/s). Since for the
position control of the cylinder a constant working pressure p

const
is required, the

hydraulic power is given by

P
hydr

"p
const

Q"p
const

A
act

v
act

. (3)

v
act

is the velocity of the cylinder (m/s) and A
act

is the piston working area (m2). The
latter is determined by the maximum force to be delivered (F

max
) and the working

pressure p
const

:

A
act
"

F
max

p
const

. (4)

The needed hydraulic power is thus given by

P
hydr

"v
act

F
.!9

. (5)

The actuator speed v
act

depends on the chosen excitation signal, so the needed
maximum actuator force F

max
determines fully the hydraulic power requirements.

According to equation (1) F
max

can be split in a static part F
stat

"mg and a dynamic
part F

dyn
"mxK . For test objects with a large mass as vehicles, the static actuator

force represents a considerable part of the needed hydraulic power, especially when
the required acceleration of the test object is smaller than the gravity acceleration.
The basic idea for the mobile shaker described below is to eliminate this static force
Figure 1. One-degree-of-freedom shaker without parallel spring.
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by a spring parallel to the actuator (Figure 2) to enable a reduction of the hydraulic
power requirements.

For a shaker with parallel spring, the equation of motion changes to

F*
act
"k(x!l

0
)#m (g#xK ), (6)

where l
0

is the undistorted length (m) of the spring with sti!ness k (N/m) (supposed
here as constant). In this case, without actuator force the spring will be compressed
in static position (x"x

0
) by a distance d referred to its initial length l

0
given by

d"l
0
!x

0
"

mg
k

. (7)

If the test rig is set}up such that in the static position (no actuator force) the
actuator is in the middle of its stroke, then the actuator force needed to give the test
object a vertical displacement q"x!x

0
(Figure 2) equals

F*
act
"kq#mqK (8)

as xK"qK and x!l
0
"q!d in equation (6). Comparison to equation (1) shows that

the force required to sustain the test object (mg) is replaced by a force needed to
deform the spring (kq). For modal analysis, excitation displacements are small;
moreover, if a spring with low sti!ness is chosen (see next section), the required
actuator force roughly equals the mass inertia of the test object:

F*
act
+mqK . (9)

The reduction of the necessary actuator force for the shaker with parallel spring
compared to a shaker without spring becomes then

F*
act

F
act

"

1
1#g/x

(10)
Figure 2. One-degree-of-freedom shaker with parallel spring.
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and depends apparently on the maximum applied acceleration of the test object.
For accelerations up to 5 m/s2 for example the force F*

act
(with the spring) is only 1

3
th

of the force F
act

(without the spring), so the hydraulic power supply can be reduced
by same ratio.

Transformation of equation (8) into the Laplace domain, with s the Laplace
variable, yields

F*
act
"(ms2#k)q. (11)

Harmonic excitation at the resonance frequency Jk/m of the system renders the
right-hand side of equation (11) zero and thus, no actuator force is required to
excite the mechanism. For a uniform noise spectrum, the larger the spring sti!ness
k, the larger the required actuator force F*

act
. Therefore, a parallel spring with

a small sti!ness k is recommended. If the applied displacement spectrum for the
mechanism has a small band characteristic, k should be tuned such that the zero of
(ms2#k) coincides with the central frequency of the displacement spectrum. By this
the actuator force is minimized. In case of no parallel spring to the actuator, this
tuning operation cannot be performed. Consequently, for a shaker without a
parallel spring and for a small band displacement spectrum, the required force is
not only higher due to the gravity force, but also because of the lack of tuning
capacity by which the actuator force F

act
could be minimized.

2.3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PARALLEL SPRING

As mentioned in the previous section, a small spring sti!ness k is the best suited
for a broadband excitation signal or for a set of di!erent small band signals. For
a standard steel compression spring this would require a too long deformation d.
An airspring (Figure 3) on the other hand, as employed frequently in suspension
of trucks, has a speci"c sigmomKdal force}compression relation. The isobar
Figure 3. Scheme of airspring (Firestone Airstroke' actuators, Airmount' isolators [29]).
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characteristics of the selected airspring (1T14F-2 Firestone Airstroke' actuators,
Airmount' isolators [29]) are depicted in Figure 4. In the middle of the airspring's
working range (180}280 mm) the curves are almost #at. The chosen airspring
allows one to combine a small spring constant with a small mounting height. Care
must be taken because these values are only valuable at a constant pressure which
can only be realized if the airspring is coupled with a large pressure vessel. For
Figure 4. Constant pressure characteristics of an airspring 1T14F-2 (Firestone Airstroke'

actuators, Airmount' isolators [29]).
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a closed, isolated airspring the pressure variations are not negligible any more
and the force}height characteristics are di!erent from the isobar curves, as the
measurements shown in Figure 5. The experiments were carried out at six di!erent
initial pressures starting from 1 to 6 bar in steps of 1 bar. The initial pressure is
measured when the airspring is in the middle of its working range, i.e., at 0)23 m
height. The measured curves show hysteresis. However, for small working ranges as
for modal analysis, hysteresis becomes insigni"cant. A second important thing to
remark is that in case of a closed airspring the spring constant k is much higher. It is
thus possible to reach a desired spring sti!ness (as long as it is in between k for the
closed airspring and for the isobar curves) by choosing the right pressure tank
volume. Therefore, a model of an airspring is developed.

The aim is to derive a relation between the force F
spr

(N) needed to compress the
airspring and its height h(m): F

spr
"f (h).

The force F
spr

is given by

F
spr

"p
spr

A
spr

, (12)

where p
spr

is the pressure inside the airspring (N/m2) and A
spr

the e!ective area (m2).
The pressure p

spr
is simply related to the internal air volume <(m3) as

p
spr

"<~1>38m
air

R¹"<~1>38c, (13)

where m
air

is to mass of included air (kg), R is the gas constant ("288 J/kgK for air)
and ¹ is the absolute temperature (K) (considered here as a constant). Glancing
through the technical data of the airspring established that the air volume < could
be approximated as a linear function of the spring height h:

<"b
1
#b

2
h. (14)
Figure 5. Measured force}position characteristics of a closed airspring Firestone 1T14F-2.
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For an airspring connected with an additional pressure tank of volume <
T
, the

extra volume <
T

is added to the right-hand side of equation (14). Combination of
equations (13) and (14) give the relation between the internal pressure and the
height of the airspring:

p
spr

"f (h)"c(b
1
#b

2
h#<

T
)~1>38. (15)

The only remaining unknown in equation (12) is the e!ective area A
spr

which is
a function of both the internal pressure p

spr
and the height h. A third order function

in h and a second order function in p
spr

was selected to approximate this
relationship:

A
spr

"a
1
#a

2
(h#a

9
)#a

3
(h#a

9
)2#a

4
(h#a

9
)3#a

5
(h#a

9
)3(p

spr
#a

10
)

#a
6
(p

spr
#a

10
)#a

7
(p

spr
#a

10
)2#a

8
(h#a

9
) (p

spr
#a

10
). (16)

The parameters a
1

to a
10

are chosen to approach the e!ective area values found
in the technical speci"cations as best one can. This is performed by using the &&fmin''
routine of the Matlab Optimization toolbox. Figure 6 shows the simulated
relationship A

spr
"f (p

spr
, h) (equation (16)) for an airspring 1T14F-2 (Firestone

Airstroke' actuators). The parameters a
1

to a
10

are in this case: a
1
"0)0203,

a
2
"!0)0260, a

3
"!0)7590, a

4
"!6)7617, a

5
"0)4260, a

6
"0)0002,

a
7
"0)0001, a

8
"!0)0035, a

9
"!0)255, a

10
"!5]105. The di!erence between

the modelled e!ective area and the values found in the engineering manual of the
airspring is always below 3e-4 m2, i.e., smaller than 2%.

Combination of equations (12), (15) and (16) gives the demanded relationship:
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As all parameters a, b and c of equation (17) are determined above, for a given
pressure tank volume <

T
the force F

spr
to compress the airspring to a height h can

be calculated. Figure 7 shows some simulated force}height characteristics for
di!erent tank volumes (0, 1]106, 3 and 10 l). Simulation results for a closed air
spring (<

T
"0) correspond well to the measured force}height characteristics

(Figure 5). Connection of the airspring with a "ctitious tank of 1000 m3 renders the
isobar curves of Figure 4 (mind the di!erent scales!). Both simulations show that
the airspring-model (equation (17)) is able to describe adequately the characteristics
of an airspring for di!erent pressures and tank volumes. The other simulations
(<

T
"3 and 10 l) corroborate the earlier mentioned fact that it is possible to reach

a desired sti!ness of the airspring (as long as it is in between k for the closed
airspring and k for the isobar curves) by choosing the right pressure tank volume.
An additional advantage of using an airspring is that the pressure can easily be



Figure 6. Simulated e!ective area as a function of pressure and height for Firestone airspring
1T14F-2.

Figure 7. Simulated force}height characteristics for Firestone airspring 1T14F-2 connected to
pressure vessel with di!erent volumes (0, 0)003, 0)01 and 1000 m3).
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adapted to the weight of the vehicle on it until the desired height h is reached (while
the actuator delivers no force).

3. CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS OF THE SHAKER

Figure 8 shows a sketch of the mobile shaker. The height of the platform with the
cylinder in its middle position is 0)5 m; its length is 2 m. One of the wheels of the test
vehicle is positioned above the airspring. In fact, of the platform movement the
platform describes part of a circle around the axis of rotation, but owing to the
large radius and limited range of the actuator, it can be considered as
a quasi}vertical movement at the rear end where the wheel is placed.

The actuator is a hydraulic double-acting double rod linear cylinder with a total
stroke of 0)1 m and a net area of 2)9]10~4 m2 (Rexroth, type CG 70 E 25/16-
XXZ13/01 HFUM11T). It is equipped with a four-way servo-valve (Rexroth, type
4 WS 2 EM6-1 X/5B1ET3157EM) of the critical centre type with a nominal #ow
rate of 3 l/min at a pressure drop of 70 bar. The power supply consists of an axial
displacement pump with adjustable #ow rate (14 cm3/rot), driven by an electro-
motor of 11 kW (1500 rot/min). The constant working pressure is set at 100 bar.
The hydraulic cylinder is position controlled by an analogue PID controller
(Rexroth ServoverstaK rker VT 1600 S3X) and an LVDT-type distance sensor
(Solartron DC 50). As mentioned earlier, a Firestone airspring type 1T14F-2 is used
parallel to the actuator. The driving signal is generated on PC and sent via an
AD/DA board (Keithley, DAS 1800) to the PID controller either it is sent directly
from a wave generator. Figure 9 shows a comparison between imposed
displacements (full line) of piston rod with the measured (actual) ones for a swept
sine excitation (0)1}10 Hz) when the tractor with mounted sprayer was on the
shaker. It can be seen that from frequencies above 4 Hz, the actuator cannot follow
the imposed displacements. Nevertheless, enough energy can be brought into the
system to perform well a modal analysis test.

Besides the shaking platform, three other tables are used to sustain the other
wheels at the same height as the centre position of the movable platform, i.e., 0)5 m
(Figure 10). The static tables are connected with each other by an extendable
intermediate part, so their relative position can be adapted to the wheel-base of the
vehicle under test.
Figure 8. Sketch of the portable shaker.



Figure 9. Comparison between imposed displacements (full line) of piston rod with the measured
ones for sweptsine (0)1}10 Hz).
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4. EXPERIMENTS

Within the framework of the SPECS project the applicability of experimental
modal analysis on agricultural "eld sprayers was examined. The general aim was to
characterize the "eld sprayer's dynamics in the frequency range between 0 and
10 Hz. Higher frequencies are less important because they lead to negligible boom
movements, which do not in#uence the spray pattern adversely. Derived models are
used later on for simulation of the boom motions under "eld conditions in order to
calculate resulting dynamic spray liquid depositions.

A survey of the test set-up for experimental modal analysis on a tractor}sprayer
combination is given in Figure 11. A portable PC with A/D-D/A plug in board is
used both for forwarding the excitation signal to the PID controller of the actuator
as for data-acquisition of the response signals from the inductive acceleration
transducers (HBM 200) on the tractor or spray boom. The applied input forces at
the wheel above the shaking platform are measured by three force transducers
sandwiched between the shaker platform and this wheel. Before the response
signals from the accelerometers are acquired by the PC, they are signal conditioned
(ampli"cation and "ltering). After data-acquisition a modal analysis of the
structure is performed using LMS CADA-X software.

In the next section, results will be described for tests on an International
845-4WD tractor equipped with a Berthoud sprayer (18 m working width). The
tractor is excited under the left rear wheel. Thirty-"ve measurement points were
chosen located on the body of the tractor, the cab, the axles and the motor hood.
On each location responses to the input excitations were measured in three
perpendicular directions (Figure 12). For the vibration study, a burst random
stochastic excitation signal with a spectrum between 0}20 Hz and a length of 5

8
of



Figure 10. General set-up of the shaker.
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the measuring period was used. Because the signals were damped out at the end of
the measuring period, no signal windowing was applied. A sampling frequency of
100 Hz and a number of samples equal to 1024, resulted in a measurement time
period of 10)24 s and a frequency resolution of 0)097 Hz. An anti-aliasing "lter
together with an averaging of 20 time periods of the FRFs cancelled out the
in#uence of the noise on the signals. As a result, the coherence between excitation



Figure 11. Scheme of the measurement set-up to test the mechanical behaviour of a tractor}sprayer
combination.
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and response was better than 93%, which ensured the linear behaviour of the
tractor. Modal results are depicted in Table 1 and Figures 13}15. The latter
represent comparisons between the empirical transfer function estimates (full line)



Figure 12. Wire frame representation of measurement points on undistorted tractor.

TABLE 1

Resonance frequencies and corresponding mode participation of tractor (International
845-4=D)

Mode no. Frequency (Hz) Mode participation (%) Description

1 2)68 21)0 Jump
2 3)06 20)2 Yawing
3 4)27 6)5 Pitching
4 5)05 3)8 Roll
5 6)82 4)3 Cab (local)
6 9)64 17)9 Cab and engine

hood (local)
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and the transfer function of the model (dotted line) for the right front wheel of the
tractor in three perpendicular directions. For all cases, good agreements are
obtained between the modelled transfer functions and those estimated from the
measured data records.

The wire-frame representation of the sprayer is shown in Figure 16. Special
attention is paid to place accelerometers at the hinges that allow to (un)fold the
boom since these are crucial places that a!ect the dynamic behaviour of the boom.
A non-periodic stochastic excitation signal in the frequency band 0}6 Hz was used



Figure 13. Comparison of FRF synthesized (dotted line) with FRF measured (solid line) for right
front wheel of tractor in the transversal direction (correlation coe$cient, r"0)93). } } }, 0 FRF
synthesized;**, l int

~
845 FRF Hv-estimator; trak: 29#X trak: 32#Z 93% Corr.

Figure 14. Comparison of FRF synthesized (dotted line) with FRF measured (solid line) for right
front wheel of tractor in the longitudinal direction (correlation coe$cient, r"0)95). } } }, 0 FRF
synthesized;**, l int

~
845 FRF Hv-estimator; trak: 29#X trak: 32#Z 95% Corr.
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during this experiment. The captured signals were averaged 30 times and a
Hanning window was applied to have as less noise and leakage as possible.
Moreover, an overlap of 75% increased the acquisition speed and ensured more
reliable results. In this way, a coherence of at least 85% for the di!erent signals was



Figure 15. Comparison of FRF synthesized (dotted line) with FRF measured (solid line) for right
front wheel of tractor in the vertical direction (correlation coe$cient, r"0)90). } } }, 0 FRF syn-
thesized; **, l int

~
845 FRF Hv-estimator; trak: 29#Z trak: 32#Z 90% Corr.

Figure 16. Wire frame representation of measurement points on undistorted sprayer.
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attained. Four fundamental horizontal resonance frequencies and three vertical
ones and the corresponding mode shapes were found (Table 2). Figures 17 and 18
display the FRFs from the left boom tip for, respectively, longitudinal and vertical
direction.

After a modal analysis test the mechanical integrity of operational
tractor}sprayer combinations can be evaluated. Defects like worn joints, etc. can
easily be detected. This reduces the risk of a breakdown of the machinery at critical



TABLE 2

Resonance frequencies and corresponding mode participation factors for Berthoud
sprayer (18 m)

Mode no. Frequency (Hz) Mode participation (%) Description

1 0)73 2)6 Rigid body yawing
2 2)00 1)6 Symmetric 1st #exible mode (hor.)
3 2)44 51)8 Asymmetric 1st #exible mode (hor.)
4 3)71 0)1 Symmetric 2nd #exible mode (hor.)
5 0)73 1)6 Rigid body rolling
6 1)69 1)0 Rigid body jumping
7 2)70 41)3 Symmetric 1st #exible mode (vert.)

Figure 17. Comparison of FRF synthesized (full line) with FRF measured (dotted line) for left
boom tip of sprayer in the longitudinal direction.
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moments. Moreover, advice can be granted for mechanical and structural changes
based on sensitivity analysis and structural modi"cation predictions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Incorporating a parallel spring to an actuator allows excitation of even heavy
vehicles with a small hydraulic power unit provided that the intended accelerations
are not too high. The prototype low-power vertical shaker is able to excite the
modes of a tractor}sprayer combination in the frequency-band 0}10 Hz.
Supplementary power can be saved for small band excitation signals for which the
input force can be minimized by adjusting the sti!ness of the airspring (by
connecting it with a well-sized pressure tank).



Figure 18. Comparison of FRF synthesized (full line) with FRF measured (dotted line) for left
boom tip of sprayer in the vertical direction.
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Although the presented shaker with parallel spring is well suited for experimental
modal analysis of vehicles, it is not appropriate to perform for example fatigue tests
or to reproduce rough tracks. In such cases, large amplitudes and/or accelerations
demand a longer stroke of the actuator and huge amounts of power.
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APPENDIX: NOMENCLATURE

a
1
,2, a

10
coe$cients to approximate A

sprA
act

piston working area m2
A

spr
e!ective area of airspring m2

b
1
, b

2
coe$cients that relate < to h

c constant in gas equation J
d compression length of spring m
F
act

actuator force without parallel spring N
F*
act

actuator force with parallel spring N
F
dyn

dynamic actuator force N
F
max

maximum actuator force N
F
spr

airspring force N
F
stat

static actuator force N
g acceleration of gravity m/s2
h height of airspring m
k spring sti!ness N/m
l
0

undistorted spring length m
m mass of test object kg
m

air
mass of air in airspring kg

p
const

constant working pressure of hydraulic unit Pa
p
pump

pump pressure Pa
p
spr

pressure in airspring Pa
P
hydr

hydraulic power of hydraulic unit W
q displacement of test object m
Q oil #ow rate m3/s
R gas constant J/(kgK)
s Laplace variable
¹ absolute temperature of air in airspring K
< internal volume of airspring m3
<

T
volume of pressure tank m3

v
act

actuator speed m/s
x actuator position m
xK acceleration of test object m/s2
x
0

static actuator position m
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